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What other strategies have worked for your family?
Give us some more things to try!
TD WALL NOV 04, 2018 02:39PM

Not engaging in the tantrum

A le folder for homework labeled by subject.

Let them mess up

Encouragement and consequences when homework doesnot
get nished

Forcing her to stop and take a small break
(snack, bath, listen to music

Break big problems into small chunks/ milestones

Letting go and stepping in when asked
Physical activity...for boys
Homework First
Desk in downstairs common
They plan out their week and how to tackle big projects each
day. They also make their own quizlets to prepare for tests.

All homework done before electronics
Keep reminding them to get their
homework done.

Patience ܌
Agenda checks

Let them fail occasionally when the stakes are low! There’s
no better teacher than failure!

Reminder Lists for checking PowerSchool, Canvas, agenda,
Remind

Allotted video time after homework is
done
Remove electronic distractions

Agenda check with reward if nightly
homework is written in

Not expecting perfection
Patience and encouragement

Bringing a cup of warm tea and snack
during studying when I hear her getting
stressed/frustrated. Helps her to relax

“Chill out” time right after school for about an hour, then
homework time. Unless it’s a sports day, and then we’re
usually doing homework late night. :(

Homework downstairs in the kitchen not in bedroom - keeps
her focused. Take breaks to practice piano or hit some lax wall

Dry erase board they ll in with assignments every Sunday
when teacher sends out weekly updates.

ball in the backyard. If getting frustrated with a given
assignment, set aside and switch gears and come back.

Time w friends is after work is done
General verbal reminders about any upcoming
work/assignments, decrease distractions

My child know that she won’t be allowed to go to the mall or
hang out w friends unless all her work is done.

Give them a speci c place to work without distraction from
phone, ipad or TV.
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